World's top electric car makers 'talk
collaboration'
16 June 2014
Nissan declined to comment on the talks, with a
spokesman for the group in Tokyo saying simply it
would "welcomes any initiative to boost the number
of electric vehicles".
Tesla last week took the rare step of agreeing to
share its patents in the hope of increasing global
production of electric cars.

File photo shows the Tesla P85+ all-electric car and its
charging station at the North American International Auto
Show in Detroit on January 14, 2014

Electric car-makers Nissan and BMW are keen to
collaborate with rival Tesla after the US company
agreed to share its patents with competitors, the
Financial Times reported on Monday.
"It is obviously clear that everyone would benefit if
there was a far more simple way for everyone to
charge their cars," the financial daily quoted an
unnamed executive as saying.
The world's biggest electric-car manufacturer,
Nissan, along with rivals BMW and Tesla, together
account for about 80 percent of the world's batteryrun electric car sales, the newspaper said.

Chief planning officer for Japan's auto giant Nissan, Andy
Palmer, poses with the company's new commercial
electric vehicle "e-NV200" at the company's headquarters
in Yokohama, suburban Tokyo on June 9, 2014

Growth in the embryonic industry has been held
back as electric cars are often more expensive than
vehicles that run on fossil fuels, along with a lack of
charging stations and any industry standards for
the technology.

A spokesman for Germany's BMW told AFP that
executives had met with Telsa for discussions, but © 2014 AFP
declined to give further details.
"We do not comment on media speculation. Both
companies are interested in promoting the topic of
electric vehicles in the world and contributing to the
success of this technology," he said.
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